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This glossary is urrently very inomplete!

Aspet

Aspets are kinds of viewing something, they haraterize the

points of view one an take on. An objet (in the traditional mea-

ning of the word) together with an aspet results in a view.

Aspet Dependeny

The property of a model, lass, objet or entity to depend not only

on the aptured thing itself but on some aspet. In ontrast to sub-

jet dependeny, aspet dependeny is more abstrat and oupled

stronger to the objet than to the viewer.

Aessory

The environment of an objet is omposed of aessories. This

inludes all kinds of objets whih are related very lose to the

kernel. They are not statially bound to the kernel, but form a

dynami and therefore adaptive and felixble ompletion of it.

Kernel

The kernel mostly resembles what a traditional lass instane is,

but is more pure in that it is restrited to the objet essentials:

persistane relevant data to ensure the objets identity as well as

a primitve but omplete set of methods to allow manipulation. Me-

thods and Data are as far as possible subjet independent. The

kernel represents the identity of the objet.

Shell

A shell is a hull around the Kernel and the Aessories in the

SKEM arhiteture. It manages the inner omponents and provides

sophistiated aess to them under various aspets.

Subjet Dependeny

The property of a model, lass, objet or entity to depend not only

on the aptured thing itself but on some subjet. This emphasi-

zes the role of the viewer in the modeling proess. In ontrast to

aspet dependeny, subjet dependeny is more onrete and ou-

pled stronger to the viewer than to the objet.


